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This document shows you how to create and load a simple Hello World application into the tree directory for the 
packages used in the Linux distribution and then run the application. Note that the distribution contains a Hello 
World application; however, this procedure explains how to create a new Hello World application.  
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Installation and Setup 

Pre-requisites: 

 SDK installed, as explained in the i.MX PDK  Linux User’s Guide 
 NFS file system set to work with the PC host, using a serial interface between the target and the host PC 

(minicom for Linux or HyperTerminal for windows) at 115200 

NOTE 

For additional information, see the instructions for the building process and NFS procedures in the i.MX PDK Linux User’s 
Guide. 

 

Creating a New Application 

 
In order to create the application at least three files are needed: the source file (c file), the Makefile, and the spec file. In some 
circumstances only the source file is needed and the information provided by the Makefile is included in another file with the 
extension .spec, which is also created when making a new application. 
 

 Source file (c file): The application in C, and also the headers if the application requires them. 
 Makefile: Each piece of code in Linux that requires a build process has a Makefile. The Makefile provides 

the rules, flags, includes and other elements that determine how the sources will be built. 
 .spec file: A file with the extension .spec: File specification from the LTIB package that determines the 

instructions that the builder and installer should take when building (usually calls the make function that uses 
the Makefiles from each Package), installing, unpacking and even patching the package. 

 
NOTE 

To view source for the Hello World application spec file and the Makefile, see pages 8 and 9. 
 
The first step is to obtain the sources, clean them, and then create a package. The tarball format can be gz or bz2. The example 
below uses gz. It is important to provide a version to the folder name and to the tarball as well. For the sources, see pages 8 and 
9 in this document, which provides all of the source information. 
 

cd hello-1.0 
make clean 
cd .. 
tar zcvf hello-1.0.tar.gz hello-1.0 
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The next step is to copy the created package in the location where all the ltib packages are stored. By default the packages are stored in 
/opt/Freescale/pkgs: 
 

mv hello-1.0.tar.gz /opt/freescale/pkgs/ 
 

The following step is to create the spec file for this package. All the packages have a spec file and they are stored in <ltib location>/dist/lfs-
5.1. There is a special folder where a template of the spec file is stored (see pages 8 and 9 for the full source of the hello.spec): 
 

cd <ltib location>/  
mkdir dist/lfs-5.1/hello 
cp dist/lfs-5.1/template/template.spec dist/lfs-5.1/hello/hello.spec 

 
After the hello.spec file is created, some editing should be made in order to make it work properly. You can use any text editor to make the 
changes. 
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Building the Application  

Now that the .spec file is created and ready, you can build and test the package. 

To build the application, follow these steps:  

1. Unpack the package that is stored in /opt/Freescale/pkgs, using the following command. This command unpacks 
the hello -1.0.tar.gz inside the <ltib location>/rpm/Build/: 
cd <ltib location>/ 
./ltib -m prep -p hello.spec 

2. Build the package, using the following command: 
./ltib -m scbuild -p hello.spec 

3. Once the package is built without problems, install the package.  (Within the hello.spec file, these are the %install 
section commands): 
./ltib -m scinstall -p hello.spec 

Now the package (executable) is installed as the test package in the NFS root filesystem area (rootfs). We specified in 
the spec file that it needs to be installed in rootfs/usr/bin. 
./ltib -m scdeploy -p hello.spec 

You will find the Hello World application file in the rootfs/usr/bin directory. The application is ready to be tested.  
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Adding the Application to the Package Directory Tree 

Add the package to allow it to be visible when selecting the packages with ./ltib –c . 

To add the Hello World package, follow these steps: 

1. Make sure that the package that was unpacked in <ltib location>/rpm/BUILD/ is erased. 
cd <ltib location>/  
cd /rpm/BUILD/ 
rm –r hello-1.0/ 

2. Go to <ltib directory>/ config/userspace/: 
cd <ltib location>/  
cd config/userspace/ 

3. Use a text editor (such as vi, emacs, or gedit) to open the file packages.lkc. 

This file is ordered alphabetically, so look for the “H” section. In front of the section PKG_HELLOWORD add the 
following: 
config PKG_HELLO 
bool "hello" 

4. Save the changes. 

5. Go to pkg_map file that is located in the same directory (config/userspace). 

6. Open pkg_map with a text editor.  

7. Add the following entry anywhere (it does not need to be in alphabetical order). 
PKG_HELLO     =   hello  

Now we are ready to add the application from the directory tree. 
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Running the Application  

To run the application, follow these steps: 

1. In the location where the ltib is installed on the host PC <ltib directory>. Type the following command: 
cd <ltib location>/  
./ltib –c 

The configuration prompt is displayed (Figure 1). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

2. In the Package List, find ‘hello’, select it, and exit, saving the changes. 

The hello package will build automatically and save the binary in rootfs/usr/bin/. 

3. Run the file in the target using the following commands (nfs must be working and there must be a serial terminal at 
115200).  
mx#cd /usr/bin 
mx#./hello 

The application runs, and messages are displayed in the serial console.  

All of the applications will follow this procedure. The differences are in the complexity of the Makefile, sources, or 
spec file. 

 

Figure 1 Package List 
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Files for the Application Note 
hello.c  
 
#include <stdio.h> 
 
int main() 
{ 
    int i; 
 
    printf("hello world\n"); 
 
    for ( i = 0; i < 10 ; i++ ) { 
        printf("loop count = %d\n", i); 
    } 
 
    printf("hello this is the end\n"); 
 
    return 0; 
} 
 
hello.spec  
 
%define pfx /opt/freescale/rootfs/%{_target_cpu} 
 
Summary         : hello application for appnote 
Name            : hello 
Version         : 1.0 
Release         : 1 
License         : xxxx 
Vendor          : Freescale 
Packager        : User 
Group           : MAD 
URL             : http://xxxx 
Source          : %{name}-%{version}.tar.gz 
BuildRoot       : %{_tmppath}/%{name} 
Prefix          : %{pfx} 
 
%Description 
%{summary} 
 
%Prep 
%setup  
 
%Build 
make 
 
%Install 
%Files 
%defattr(-,root,root) 
%{pfx}/* 
rm -rf $RPM_BUILD_ROOT 
 
mkdir -p $RPM_BUILD_ROOT/%{pfx}/usr/bin 
cp hello $RPM_BUILD_ROOT/%{pfx}/usr/bin/ 
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%Clean 
rm -rf $RPM_BUILD_ROOT 
 
%Files 
%defattr(-,root,root) 
%{pfx}/* 

 
Makefile 
 

EXEC = hello 
OBJS = hello.o 
 
all: $(EXEC) 
 
$(EXEC): $(OBJS) 
 $(CC) $(LDFLAGS) -o $@ $(OBJS) $(LDLIBS$(LDLIBS_$@)) 
 
romfs: 
 $(ROMFSINST) /bin/$(EXEC) 
 
clean: 
 -rm -f $(EXEC) *.elf *.gdb *.o 
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